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WRITE! Student Book D

In the first sentence, 
the nouns Nancy Wake, 
Wellington and New Zealand 
name a particular person and 
place. They are proper nouns 
and are capitalised.
Many proper nouns, like 
World War Two, have more 
than one word. The first 
word, the last word and each 
important word between is 
capitalised. Find another 
proper noun with three 
words. One word does not 
begin with a capital letter. 
Guess why.

Think
Each word in a sentence has a job. The 
job of naming a person, place or thing 
belongs to a noun.
Nouns such as uncle, country and 
building are called common nouns. 
They name any person, place or thing. 
Nouns such as Uncle Phil, Brazil and 
Parliament House name a particular 
person, place or thing. These nouns are 
called proper nouns. Always capitalise 
proper nouns.

Common and
Proper Nouns

Study a Model
Read the true story of a famous Australian. The words in red are common nouns. The 
words in blue are proper nouns.

Nancy Wake was born in Wellington, 

New Zealand, in 1912. When she was a 

very young girl, her family moved to North 

Sydney, Australia. During World War Two, 

Nancy became a spy. 

She was a courier for the 

French Resistance. She 

also commanded soldiers 

and led attacks. After 

the war, she was awarded 

many medals, including 

the Medal of Freedom.

N
S
F
a
a

Common 
Nouns

Proper Nouns

People
cousin
teacher

Vanessa
Premier Yang

Places
mountain

library
Canada

South Pole

Things
pancakes
holiday

July
Red Cross
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Part I: Foundations – A. Using Words in Writing
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A common noun names any person, place or thing. A proper noun names a particular 

person, place or thing. Always capitalise each important word in a proper noun.

Write

Common Nouns Proper Nouns

1. prime minister a. Cedar Street
2. street b. Dr Anne I Mills
3. book c. Canberra
4. surgeon d. Penrith Panthers
5. city e. Bob Hawke
6. team f. The Hunger Games

1. We ate lunch at Gina’s Cafe.
2. Jack Kelley works at the airport.
3. Is that building the National Portrait Gallery?
4. My relatives will arrive in June.
5. They are taking the bus to the Sunshine Coast.
6. The Langs own a small business.

B

C

Match each 
common noun 
with a proper 
noun.

Read each 
sentence. Find 
and write the 
common noun 
and the proper 
noun in the 
sentence.

Read the paragraph. Write the 7 common nouns and the 7 proper nouns. 
Don’t include a noun more than once.

Write a story about a famous person 
you have learnt about. Explain why 
this person is famous. Remember to 
capitalise the proper nouns.

Writing Tip
Try to use proper nouns instead of 
common nouns in your writing because 
they make your writing more exact.
• The boys went to a restaurant in 

the city. (vague and boring)
• Victor and Jeff went to Jim’s 

Fried Chicken in Perth. (more 
exact and informative)

Edward Dunlop was a surgeon who was captured by Japan during 
World War Two. At university, he was given the nickname of Weary. 
Before he went to war, Weary was the first person from Victoria to play 
rugby for the Wallabies. Now, because of how he fought for Australia, 
we remember him as a courageous war hero.

A

Practise
A

Le
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o
n
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WRITE! Student Book D
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Our Calico Cat
Our calico cat is named Melinda. 

Like all calico cats, she is white, tan 
and dark brown. She’s really mostly 
a white cat with patches of colour. 
There is one large dark spot on her 
back that looks like a permanent 
saddle.

Most of the day, Melinda sits on 
a wide windowsill over the kitchen 
sink. When the window is open, she is 
always sniffing the air. I wonder what 
she’s smelling. Could it be the newly 
cut grass or a bird in a nearby tree? 
If a bird comes close to the window, 
Melinda freezes like a statue for a 
minute. Her long, fluffy tail swishes 
back and forth like a broom. Then 
she makes a funny chattering sound. I 
think she is talking to the birds.

Melinda likes people too. She’s 
always looking for an empty lap to 
sleep in. Everyone in my family loves 
Melinda, but she loves me the most!

❉ Choose a specific subject. For 
example, instead of writing about 
birds, write about a specific kind 
of bird, like a budgerigar.

❉ Create a clear beginning, middle 
and ending. Arrange the details in 
an order that makes sense.

❉ Introduce the subject clearly at 
the beginning.

❉ Use your five senses to think of 
words that describe the subject. 
Ask yourself these questions: How 
does this animal look? Sound? 
Feel? Smell?

❉ Use comparisons to paint 
pictures with words. For example, 
a simile uses the word like or as 
to compare two things. (A spot on 
Melinda’s back is like a saddle.)

❉ In your ending, sum up your 
feelings about the subject with a 
final concluding statement.

Writing Tips

Descriptions

Read the description. It was written in response to the prompt. Then read 
the Writing Tips to learn more about descriptions.

Write a description of an animal that can be kept as a pet.

Here is a sample writing prompt for a description.

In Lessons 31–37, use what you’ve learnt in Part I to WRITE!

When you write, you often have to describe people, places and things. When 
you write descriptions, you are really painting a colourful picture in the mind of 
your reader. To do this, you need to use exact words and words related to the five 
senses: sight, sound, smell, taste and touch.
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Part II: Models
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A Looks and 
Actions Chart 
helps writers 
organise two 
different kinds of 
details about the 
subject.

 A Sensory Words Web helps writers think of the best 
words to create strong images in readers’ minds.

Using Graphic Organisers
Before you write, use graphic organisers. These charts and diagrams can help you 
think about, gather and sort information for your description.
The person who wrote the description of the calico cat on the previous page might 
have used a Looks and Actions Chart, such as the one below.

A Sensory Words Web is another way to gather colourful words that describe 
Melinda, the calico cat. Read the description on page 76 again. How might the 
writer have filled in this web? Some sensory words are already given. Fill in the rest 
of the ovals with words that will create a lively image of Melinda.

Looks Actions

mostly white with tan and 

dark brown patches

large spot on back shaped 

like a saddle

long, fluffy tail

sniffs the air

holds still when birds 

appear

sits on a windowsill

makes a chattering sound

curls up in laps

Le
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n
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1

Melinda

Sound

Smell

Sight Touch

chatters in a funny way
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WRITE! Student Book D
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Score:

Teacher 
Comments 4

▲ Good job introducing the subject 
right away!

▲ Your details paint a complete 
picture of Maxie and are well 
organised.

▲ Sensory words, such as fluffy 
and sharp, make the description 
come alive.

▲ Beginning your sentences in 
different ways makes your writing 
flow.

▲ I like your simile comparing 
Maxie’s tail to a flag.3

The first sentence let me know 
what the description was about. It 
also let me know how you feel about 
the subject. I got a good picture of 
what Maxie looks like and how she 
acts. She seems like a nice dog.

Partner 
Comments

Your Turn

Now it’s your turn to help the 
writer. Find and fix the errors in the 
description. Go back to the pages in 
green if you need help.

1. Find and fix the missing comma 
in a series. See pp. 50–51.

2. Find and fix the incorrect 
possessive noun. See pp. 8–9.

2

My Friend Maxie
Maxie is our dog. She is part spaniel part 

beagle and all fun. Her long body starts at 
the tip of a pointed nose and ends in a long, 
fluffy tail. Floppy ears droop down the sides 
of Maxies head, and her dark brown eyes 
always look friendly. Her soft, wavy coat is 
black on her back and tan everywhere else.

When I get home from school, Maxie 
greets me with three sharp barks. Her tail 
wags back and forth like a flag flying in 
the wind. Then her barks change to a soft 
whine. That’s Maxie saying, “I want to go 
out!”

At the park, Maxie loves to chase 
rabbits! Sometimes she brings me a stick, 
and we play tug-of-war. Then she drops the 
stick so that I’ll pick it up and throw it. I’m 
so lucky to have such a playful friend!

1

Taking a Look at Descriptions
Read the description below. It was written in response to the 
prompt on page 76. This description scored a 4 on a scale 
that ranges from 1 to 4 (with 4 being the best). Next, read the 
comments and think about why this description scored a 4.
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Part II: Models
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Score:

Teacher 
Comments 4

▲ Your description is well organised.
▲ You cover all the important physical 

details of how Maxie looks.
▲ Try to come up with a more 

interesting title.
▲ Try adding more descriptive words, 

such as exact adjectives and 
adverbs. See pp. 32–35 for help.

▲ Vary the kinds of sentences you use. 
See pp. 38–39 and 60–61.

3

You organised your 
description well, but more 
colourful details right away 
would have helped me get 
a better picture of Maxie. 
The rest of the description 
gave me a sense of how 
Maxie acts, but more 
interesting words would 
have improved it.

Partner 
Comments

Your Turn

Now it’s your turn to help the 
writer. Find and fix the errors in the 
description. Go back to the pages in 
green if you need help.

1. Find the paragraph error. Mark 
where a new paragraph should 
begin. See pp. 56–57. 

2. Find and fix the missing comma in 
a series. See pp. 50–51.

3. Find and fix the incorrect 
possessive noun. See pp. 8–9.

4. Find the sentence fragment. 
Rewrite it as a complete sentence. 
See pp. 40–41.

5. Find and fix the contraction that 
is missing an apostrophe. See pp. 
52–53.

2

Description of Maxie
Maxie is our dog. She is medium-

sized. She has a long tail and long ears 
like a cocker spaniel. She has a pointed 
nose brown eyes and white teeth. Her fur 
is black on her back and tan everywhere 
else. When I get home from school, 
Maxies barking greets me. Her tail always 
wagging back and forth happily. Then she 
starts whining to go out. She loves to chase 
rabbits. Then she brings me a stick to 
throw for her. I don’t mind throwing it. Its 
kind of fun. Maxie is fun.

1

Read the description and the comments that follow. Think about 
why this description scored a 3.
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This rubric is based on a point scale of 1 to 4. It was used to score the descriptions 
on pages 78–81. Use the rubric to remember what’s important in descriptions.

A score of 4 means that the writer
❑ connects the writing directly to the prompt
❑ almost always uses the correct forms of 

words
❑ almost always uses capitalisation, 

punctuation and indentation correctly
❑ almost always uses clear and complete 

sentences and includes variety in sentences
❑ introduces the subject clearly at the 

beginning of the description
❑ creates a clear beginning, middle and 

ending
❑ includes colourful, sensory words to create 

a strong image for readers
❑ creates an interesting title that relates 

directly to the subject
❑ presents many interesting details in a 

clear, meaningful order
❑ uses comparisons that make the image 

clearer

A score of 3 means that the writer
❑ connects the writing to the prompt
❑ usually uses the correct forms of words
❑ usually uses capitalisation, punctuation, 

and indentation correctly
❑ usually uses clear and complete sentences 

and includes some variety in sentences
❑ introduces the subject towards the 

beginning of the description
❑ creates a beginning, middle and ending
❑ includes some colourful, sensory words to 

create a clear image for readers
❑ creates a title that relates to the subject
❑ presents some interesting details in an 

order that makes sense
❑ uses some simple comparisons

A score of 2 means that the writer
❑ connects the writing to the prompt in a 

general way
❑ uses some incorrect forms of words and 

some incorrect capitalisation, punctuation 
and indentation

❑ includes little variety in sentences and uses 
run-on sentences or sentence fragments

❑ names the subject somewhere within the 
description

❑ creates a weak beginning, middle or 
ending

❑ includes too few sensory words to create a 
strong image for readers

❑ creates a title that relates somewhat to the 
topic

❑ uses few details and presents them in a 
confusing order

❑ uses comparisons unsuccessfully

Using a Rubric to Score Descriptions

A score of 1 means that the writer
❑ does not successfully connect the writing 

to the prompt
❑ uses many incorrect forms of words 

and often uses incorrect capitalisation, 
punctuation and indentation

❑ includes almost no variety in sentences 
and uses several run-on sentences or 
sentence fragments

❑ names the subject in an unclear way or 
not at all

❑ creates an unclear beginning, middle or 
ending

❑ uses only simple words that do not create 
a clear image for readers

❑ creates a poor title or has no title at all
❑ presents weak details in an unclear or 

confusing order
❑ uses no comparisons
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Part II: Models
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A Wild Animal
Theyre small and furry they have grate big furry tails and pointed ears. They climb a lot. 

They eat a lot. They likes eating leaves. They sit on there back legs. Eat with their front legs. 
mouses do that to. Then possums disappear.

Comments:
 ________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________

Running all over the grass and climbing into trees. their furry all over they have really 
big tales. They like to eat leaves. Its fun to watch them run around. I gives them food. A 
possums ears is pointed.

Comments:
 ________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________

Score:

Score:

Model A

Model B
Le
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n
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1

Scoring Descriptions
Now it’s your turn to score some descriptions. The following four 
descriptions were written in response to this prompt.

Write a description of a wild animal.

Read each description. Write a few comments about it. Then give it a 
score from 1 to 4. Think about what you’ve learnt in this lesson as you 
match each description with its correct score.
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